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In evolutionary biology, the relationship between genotype and

Darwinian fitness is known as a fitness landscape. These

landscapes underlie natural selection, so understanding them

would greatly improve quantitative prediction of evolutionary

outcomes, guiding the development of synthetic living

systems. However, the structure of fitness landscapes is

essentially unknown. Our ability to experimentally probe these

landscapes is physically limited by the number of different

sequences that can be identified. This number has increased

dramatically in the last several years, leading to qualitatively

new investigations. Several approaches to illuminate fitness

landscapes are possible, ranging from tight focus on a single

peak to random speckling or even comprehensive coverage of

an entire landscape. We discuss recent experimental studies of

fitness landscapes, with a special focus on functional RNA, an

important system for both synthetic cells and the origin of life.
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Introduction
In evolutionary biology, fitness refers to the ability of

organisms to survive and reproduce in their environment.

In the space of all possible sequences, the mapping of

genotypes to their fitness values is called a fitness land-

scape (also called an adaptive or evolutionary landscape).

A peak in a fitness landscape therefore represents a family

of highly fit genotypes that share sequence similarity.

The idea of a fitness landscape was first proposed by

Wright [1], who conceived of a landscape of population

fitness in the space of allele frequencies. In 1970, Smith

put forth the idea of evolution in a protein space, in which

neighboring sequences differ by a single amino-acid

substitution, leading to the modern notion of a fitness
www.sciencedirect.com 
landscape in sequence space [2]. On such a landscape, the

process of evolution is formally equivalent to a random

walk with a bias toward hill-climbing [3,4]. Therefore, a

true understanding of evolution requires knowledge of

the structure of fitness landscapes. Several models of

landscape topology have been analyzed [5], but the

relevance of such models to real systems is unclear.

Since most experiments can sample only an infinitesi-

mal fraction of the astronomical number of possible

genotypes, little is known about the overall structures

of fitness landscapes. Efforts to infer landscape proper-

ties based on limited samples of sequence space can

demonstrate short-term evolutionary trajectories, as

discussed below, but they may lead to incorrect infer-

ences about evolutionary dynamics [6]. The literature

on fitness landscapes  in general is large and has

been reviewed elsewhere [7,8]. In this brief review,

we focus on recent empirical investigation of fitness

landscapes for functional RNA, which is now advancing

rapidly due to the availability of high-throughput

sequencing.

Comprehensive investigation of fitness landscapes for

modern organisms is experimentally intractable, as the

amount of material needed to synthesize each possible

sequence is vast (e.g., for the smallest known genome, an

RNA viroid, 4246 � 10148 possible sequences � 1066 times

the number of elementary particles in the universe) [9].

Therefore, experiments along this vein have focused prim-

arily on a smaller, simpler entity: functional RNA. Life is

believed to have originated using RNA-based genetic and

metabolic systems [10–13]. RNA can store and pass on

genetic information, as seen in RNA viruses. Beginning in

the 1990s, RNAs have been discovered through in vitro
evolution to catalyze a variety of fundamental biochemical

reactions, such as DNA/RNA cleavage, RNA splicing and

ligation, DNA/RNA phosphorylation, RNA aminoacyla-

tion, amide bond formation and cleavage and glycosidic

bond formation [14–18]. The evolution and engineering of

RNAs having particular binding or catalytic properties has

developed into a high art, resulting in RNAs that transcribe

ribozymes [19], self-replicate [20], and form cooperative

networks [21], supporting the idea that an RNA-based

synthetic cell may not be far off [22]. While most ribozymes

are typically in the range of 30–200 bases long, some are

quite short [23], such that a comprehensive, experimental

investigation of their sequence space is indeed possible in

principle. Shorter RNAs are of particular interest for the

origin of life because the yield of polymerization and/or

ligation chemistries would decrease as length increases
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[24], and because specific short sequence motifs are corre-

spondingly more common than long motifs (the ‘tyranny of

short motifs’ [25]). Functional RNA is thus a tractable

model system for comprehensive studies of evolution,

particularly as it relates to early or synthetic life.

The impact of high-throughput sequencing
With the advent of high-throughput sequencing (HTS), it

became possible to rapidly generate large amounts of

sequence data at very low per-base cost. On the widely

used Illumina platform, obtaining 107 sequence reads is

now routine, with 109 reads possible at the high end.

Taking advantage of these advances, Pitt and Ferre

d’Amare first demonstrated the utility of HTS for analysis

of functional RNA. They mutagenized the 54 nt class II

RNA ligase ribozyme, originally discovered by in vitro
evolution, and reselected the variant pool for active

ligases, thereby illuminating the fitness landscape around

the original ligase sequence (Figure 1a) [26]. Using sev-

eral orders of magnitude more sequence information than

what had been possible with Sanger sequencing, this

study quickly identified residues important for maximal

ribozyme activity. HTS has also been used to discover

RNA aptamers for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes.

For example, the in vitro evolution of RNAs binding to

HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT) was followed by HTS

[27]. The depth of resolution permitted identification of

an asymmetric internal loop structure that inhibited RT

activity and HIV replication more potently than any

previously identified motifs. Increased depth of resol-

ution from HTS also permits earlier detection of apta-

mers, potentially reducing the number of labor-intensive

selection rounds [28,29]. The power of HTS for quantify-

ing rare events is demonstrated in its use to characterize

the results of mutagenic treatment [30]. Indeed, the in
Figure 1

(a) (b) (

Illumination of fitness landscapes in sequence space through different expe

functional sequence and reselection of active molecules from the variant po

active sequence (for example [26]). (b) Total illumination: Complete randomiza

molecules results in illumination of the entire landscape (for example [36��]). 

must be relatively small. (c) Random speckling: Selection of functional biopo

randomly distributed over the entire fitness landscape (for example [46]). The

Hiker’s path: Directed or experimental evolution with specific start and end lo

the landscape (for example [49]).
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vitro selection of DNA aptamers containing an additional

unnatural ‘xeno’ nucleobase pair (Z:P) was made possible

by a sequencing strategy that relied upon quantitative

analysis of the informational conversion of Z and P to

standard bases [31��]. HTS is rapidly transforming the

field of in vitro evolution, enabling qualitatively new

inquiries.

Complete maps of fitness landscapes
The true structure of fitness landscapes can now be

addressed using HTS. A major hurdle for experimental

landscapes is the exponential growth of diversity as

sequence length increases, which places hard limits on

the maximum length that can be comprehensively inter-

rogated in the laboratory. In addition, the sequencing

output, even with HTS, limits the depth to which the

landscape can be characterized. Therefore, most exper-

imental landscapes that have been studied cover a frac-

tion of sequence space, either at random or in the vicinity

of a known wild type, making rigorous evolutionary

inferences difficult. However, the potential for funda-

mental evolutionary insights drives a quest for complete

maps of fitness landscapes. For example, computational

work on RNA secondary structure suggested that

sequences that fold into the same structure are common,

and that this landscape of shapes resembles a network of

neutral evolutionary pathways that join sequences with

identical secondary structures [32,33]. From this, one

might infer that, if the architecture of fitness landscapes

for functional activity mirrors that for shapes, populations

would readily drift through sequence space along these

neutral networks. As a consequence, mutations that

increase fitness should be easily accessible during evolu-

tion, ultimately resulting in discovery of the global opti-

mum. On the other hand, some studies on experimental
c) (d)
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rimental approaches. (a) Spotlight on a peak: Mutagenesis of a known

ol results in the illumination of the fitness landscape around the original

tion at all positions of a relatively short sequence and selection for active

For this approach to work, the number of dimensions in sequence space

lymers from random sequences results in many pinpoints of illumination

 resulting illumination is unbiased by the historical course of evolution. (d)

cations results in the discovery of one or more high-fitness pathways in
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evolution of organisms, while not comprehensive, suggest

that real fitness landscapes may be quite rugged (e.g., due

to epistasis), such that initial conditions would play a large

role in determining evolutionary outcomes (for example,

see Refs. [34,35]). Complete, experimental maps of fit-

ness landscapes would give quantitative answers to such

issues (Figure 1B).

We recently reported such a map in the space of 24-mer

RNAs [36��]. Nearly all possible 24-mers were subjected

to a selection for interaction with GTP covalently linked

to an agarose resin, and HTS identified sequences meet-

ing the selection criterion. Roughly 15 fitness peaks were

identified. In general, peaks were essentially evolutio-

narily isolated from one another, in that fitness could not

be preserved along any path between two peaks. A few

viable evolutionary pathways  were identified, but such

pathways were uncommon and were more comparable

to constrained paths rather than to a neutral network. As

observed from the single-peak study of the class II

ligase [26] and some proteins (e.g., Ref. [37]), fitness

tended to drop off quickly from a peak summit, such that

a random mutational excursion to another peak is

expected to be rare. One might therefore speculate that

initial conditions would play a determining role in the

evolution of early life, but several caveats must be

kept in mind. For example, only a single selection

process was studied, so broader conclusions are difficult

to draw. Gene duplication might enable exploration of

sequence space without fitness cost. Nevertheless, this

type of investigation opens the door to insights about

chance, reproducibility, and optimality during the ori-

gin of life.

Might neutral evolutionary networks exist under other

circumstances? Lowering the selection stringency (low-

ering the ‘sea level’) could allow less fit sequences to join

evolutionary pathways. More broadly, a major question is

how landscapes as a whole change as environments

change. Studies at the organismal level show that

environmental changes alter fitness landscapes [38].

Indeed, different environments can uncover new activi-

ties in RNA. The RNA World presumably flourished in

an anoxic environment with abundant soluble iron

(Fe2+). Recent evidence shows that Fe2+ can substitute

for Mg2+ in RNA structure and function [39]. In addition,

Fe2+ expands the catalytic repertoire of RNA, as struc-

tured RNAs in complex with Fe2+ can catalyze electron

transfer reactions [40��]. Perhaps environmental changes

are a key to accessing neutral networks of mutations or

new fitness peaks corresponding to evolutionary inno-

vations.

Outside the RNA World
Given the presumed importance of RNA for the origin of

life, the first glimpse into a comprehensive fitness land-

scape for RNA begs the question: how do the landscape
www.sciencedirect.com 
architectures of RNA compare with other biopolymers? If

life were to start with an alternative biopolymer, would its

evolution differ in important ways? A robust line of

inquiry into the functional potential of a number of

non-biological nucleic acids has emerged over the past

several years. These evolvable systems include modifi-

cations of the backbone as well as additional bases, and

have been the subject of recent review in this journal [41].

More exotic alternative nucleic acids, inspired by the

search for prebiotic precursors to RNA, also exist

[42�,43]. In addition, in vitro evolution is likely to expand

in the near future beyond nucleic acids and proteins

[44��]. Systematic comparison of the functional potential,

and evolutionary landscape architectures, of these

alternative systems is likely to be on the horizon.

At this time, the only other biopolymer that has been

investigated in systematic detail is proteins. Again, only a

small number of variable sites can be fully investigated

(e.g., nearly a kilogram of material is required to contain at

least one molecule of each possible 18-mer peptide), so

this saturation analysis has been limited to variations

within a known protein. In particular, b-lactamase has

been the target of extensive mutagenesis studies.

Recently, Jacquier et al. characterized most possible

single DNA mutations of the b-lactamase gene TEM-

1, representing roughly a fifth of possible single amino

acid changes [45�]. The distribution of fitness effects in

these mutants was bimodal, with most mutations having

little effect on the minimum inhibitory concentration for

amoxicillin, and a minority (13%) of mutations essentially

inactivating the enzyme.

While such studies shine a bright light on the immediate

neighborhood of the wild-type sequence, the opposite

approach is also informative. In vitro or in vivo selection of

functional proteins from random sequence by several

techniques allows pinpoint illumination over the entire

fitness landscape, unbiased by the history of life so far

(Figure 1C) [46]. On the other hand, ‘shuffling’

approaches take advantage of local covariation of sites

within known functional sequences to bias the search

toward sequences more likely to retain function [47], an

approach widely used in protein evolution and engineer-

ing. When recently applied to ribozymes, synthetic shuf-

fling and in vitro selection based on a known kinase

ribozyme resulted in a substantially improved recombi-

nant ribozyme [48]. Although these ‘speckled’ illumina-

tion approaches have only explored a vanishingly small

fraction of possible sequence space thus far, one could

envision defining the entire landscape for an activity

appropriate for short peptides.

Another approach focuses on the discovery of specific

evolutionary pathways from a given starting point to a

new fitness peak (Figure 1D). This approach is usually

termed directed evolution when a specific gene is to be
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2014, 22:35–39
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optimized for a particular application, or experimental

evolution when the entire organismal genome is per-

mitted to evolve. In general, many studies show that

such pathways can indeed be found. For example, an

arbitrarily chosen sequence evolved the ability to rescue

defective phage by enhancing infectivity by several

orders of magnitude [49]. Escherichia coli propagated in

the laboratory for more than 30,000 generations evolved

the ability to utilize citrate as a carbon source under oxic

conditions [50]. A single point mutation alters the speci-

ficity of an aptamer from guanine to adenine [51]. A novel

protein fold evolved from an old one during functional

optimization [52�]. Such studies illustrate the striking

breadth of evolutionary potential, although it is difficult

to draw quantitative conclusions about the fitness land-

scape from them. Nevertheless, these studies vividly

demonstrate biological creativity during evolution and

serve the practical purpose of developing new functional

sequences for synthetic organisms.

Conclusion
In this brief review, we have taken the perspective that

studies of fitness landscapes build our fundamental un-

derstanding of evolution. However, the same data, taken

for application-oriented functions, can be interpreted as

sequence-activity relationships. Covariations have

already been exploited to inform and deduce structural

models of RNA [26,53]. Perhaps greater biophysical

insights lie buried within deep sequencing data, awaiting

discovery.
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